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FEATURE ››› QUICKIE

When our project 2010 FJ Cruiser went to wider 33x12.5-16 Fierce Attitude tires, rubbing on the upper 

A-arms became an issue. The solution? 1.25-inch wheel spacers from Spidertrax. Now Al-Khamsin lets the 

bigger tires get down and dirty with no rubbing issues!

The Spidertrax spacers are made of 6061 T6 aluminum in the 

proper 6-on-5.5 pattern. They make them for a wide variety of 4WD 

Toyotas, too—check their website for full details.

By the staff of 4WD Toyota Owner

FEATURE ››› QUICKIE

W hen Project Al-Khamsin, our 2010 Trail teams 
edition FJ Cruiser, stepped up to 33x12.5-16 
Fierce Attitude tires, the extra-wide rubber 

began to rub on the FJ Cruiser’s upper A-arms. 
Not cool. The answer—if we wanted to keep the 
wide tires—was wheel spacers. We ordered a 
slick set of 1.25-inch blue anodized units from 
Spidertrax 800-286-0898, www.spidertrax.com) 
for $99.95/pair. Yes, there are various trains 
of thought on spacers. The negative Nancies 
say that they weaken the overall strength of the 
wheel/hub area via more stress on the studs and 
wheel bearings. Personally, we have never seen 
any brand of wheel spacer fail on the trail. That’s 
not to say it can’t happen, of course, but failures 
are rare. Your experience may vary, but with a 
proven brand like Spidertrax, we feel confident 
these will hold up just fine.

The Spidertrax spacers are made of solid 6061 T6 aluminum 

with the correct Toyota 6-on-5.5" pattern, plus 12 metric 

M12x1.5 wheel studs (pre-installed), 12 M12x1.5 lug nuts, and 

a bottle of Loctite. The spacers are both wheel and hub centric 

for a perfect OEM fit. Ours went right on the front and rear of 

the FJ Cruiser with zero fitment issues. The supplied Loctite 

was a nice touch, and we made sure to torque all the nuts to 

spec. Time: one hour. Result: lets us run wider tires with no 

rubbing. Verdict: looks great, excellent construction, proven 

quality. Four thumbs up!

The problem.

Spidertrax
wheel spacers

EDITOR’S NOTE: Have a 
professional mechanic perform 
and check all installs.
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Before and after. With the 
Spidertrax spacers installed, the 

wider stance of the FJ Cruiser 

is immediately evident. We put 

Spidertrax spacers at all four 

corners, not just the front. The 

truck is wider now and the tires 

extend slightly past the fenders, 

so be aware of this just in case 

your local law enforcement is 

picky about that sort of thing. 

We no longer have any rubbing 

issues with the wider mud 
terrains and the truck feels more 

planted and solid when offroad.✔

Use the supplied bottle of Loctite 

when you tighten the nuts.

Be sure to use a torque wrench 

and torque all nuts to spec per 

included instructions.

SPIDERTRAX TOYOTA 
APPLICATIONS
1960-1984 FJ40
1995+ Tacoma
FJ Cruiser
2000-2006 Tundra
1984-1995 4Runner
1996+ 4Runner
1993-1999 T100

Contact: Spidertrax: (800) 
286-0898, www.spidertrax.com

Before

After
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